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ON L 2-COHOMOLOGY AND PROPERTY (T)

FOR AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF

POLYHEDRAL CELL COMPLEXES

WERNER BALLMANN 1 AND JACEK SWI~TKOWSKI2

ABSTRACT. We prcsent an update of Garland's work on the cohomology of certain
groups, construct a dass of groups many of which satisfy Kazhdan's Property (T)
and show that properly discontinuous and cocompact groups of automorphisms of
(4,4) or (6,3)-complexes do not satisfy Property (T).

For a siInplicial cOlnplex X, the link Xv of X at a vertex v of X is dcfined to
be the subcomplex consisting of all simplices T of X which do not contain v, but
whose union with v is a silnplex of X. If diln X = 2, then Xv is a graph for any
vertex v of X.

For a finite graph L with set of vertices VL, consider the Laplacian b. on the
space of real valued functions on VL defined by

6.f(v) = f(v) - Af(v),

where Af(v) is the nlean value of f on the vertices adjacent to v. Clearly, b. is a
self adjoint operator. We denote by K = K.(L) its smallest positive eigenvalue.

Theorem 1. Let X be a locally finite 2-dimensional simplicial complex such that

(1) for any vertex v of X the link Xv is connected;
(2) there is an c > 0 such that ~(XtJ) > ~ + e lor each venex v of X.

Let r be a properly discontinuo7Ls group 01 automorphisms of X and p be a unitary
representation ofr. Then L 2H1(X, p) = OJ where L 2 H(X, p) denotes the cohomol
ogy of the complex of lnod r square integmble cocl~ains on X which are twisted by
p.
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Here the square integrability of a cochain refers to a natural nonu, see (1.4) in
Section l.

Theorem 1 is a special ease of Theorem 2.5 in the text, where we also consider
higher dimensional cornplexes and lügher coholllology. However, thc fonnulation of
Theorem 2.5 needs lllore preparation and we refer the reader to Section 2 below for
the exact statement. The proof of Theorem 1 and its extension to higher diInension
is based on arguments from Garland's paper [Ga) (see also [Bo]) and arecent paper
by P. Pansu [Pa).

The class of spaces satisfying the assulnptions of Theoreln 1 is extremely rich
as can be seen from the eonstruction in Section 1 of [BB] (see also Proposition 4.1
below). It is lllore difficult to obtain such spaees admitting properly discontilluouS
and cocompact groups of automorphisms. We adress this problem in Theorern 2.
Note however that Theoreln 1 applies also in the particular case where the group
f is trivial, hence L 2H I (X,lR) = 0 for all such spaces X.

For the convenience of the reader we recall below thc definition of Property (T).
Before we do this, a word about the language: groups will always be assumed to be
topological groups. Representations will always be assumed to be continuous in the
strong topology. The IUOSt interesting groups occuring in this paper are countable
with the diserete topology and these two conventions will be of 00 relevance.

Definitions. Let f be a locally cOlllpact group. Then we say that

(1) a unitary representation p of r on a Hilbert space H has alrnost invariant
vectors if for any cOlnpact set K c rand any c > 0 there is a unit vector
v E H such that Ip(g)v - vi < c for all g E K.

(2) f satisfies Property (T) if any unitary representation which has ahuost
invariant vectors has an invariant unit vector.

The most prominent dass of groups satisfying Property (T) are the isoluetry
groups of synlmetric spaces of noncolnpact type and rank ~ 2, of the quaternionic
hyperbolic spaces and of the Cayley hyperbolic plane. Thc isoIlletry groups of the
real and complex hyperbolie spaces do not satisfy Property (T). Note also that a
lattice in a group satisfies Property (T) iff the group itself satisfies Property (T).

It is known that a locally compact group r with a countable base for the topology
satisfies Property (T) iff H1(f, p) = 0 for any unitary representation p of f , see
Theorem 4.7 in [HV]. On the other hand, if r is a properly discontinuous group of
autoluorphisnls of a contractible siInplicial cOlnplex X, then H I (r, p) = HI (X, p),
where Hl(X, p) is the cohomology of the conlplex of cochains on X twisted by p.
If the action is also eocompact, then H I (X, p) = L 2 H 1 (X, p). Therefore Theorem
1 has the following consequence.

Corollary 1. Let X be a contractible 2-dirnensional simplicial cornplex and r be a
properly discontinuous and cocompact grou]} of autornorphisrns of X. Assurne that
fOT any venex v of X (1) the link Xv is connected and (2) K(Xv) > 1/2. Then
r satisfies Property (T).

The dass of graphs satisfying K > 1/2 includes all thick spherical buildings of
type Al x Al and A2 and those of type B2 and G2 if their valence is sufficiently
large, see [FH) (see also Subsection 3.1 below). Hence locally finite thick Euclidean
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~uildins;s of type A 2 satisfy the assumptions of the above results and those of type
B 2 01' G2 do if they are sufficiently thiek. Reeall that coeolnpact lattiees in simple
algebraic groups of rank at least two over non-Arehhnedean ficlds satisfy Property
(T). Such lattiees aet properly discontinuously and eoeolnpactly on loeally finite
thick Eucliclean buildings of the eorresponeling type. If thc group has rank two, the
building has dimension two anel Property (T) also follows from Corollary 1 above,
at least when the building is sufficicntly thick.

In dimension two, there are nunlerous exanlples of Euelidean buildings anel nOll
arithmetic groups acting on thenl. D. Cartwright, W. Mlotkowski and T. Steger
proved Property (T) for a ecrtain dass of such groups which act on Euclidean
buildings of type Ä2 , see [CMS] (thc exalnples were constructed earlier in [CMSZ]).
Property (T) in these examples also follows froln Corollary 1 above.

Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 in thc special case where X is a Euclidean building of
type Ä2 with constant thickncss > 2 havc been provccl by P. Pansu, see [Pa]. Thc
rcsults of Pansu apply in particular to examples of non-arithmctie groups acting
on Ä2-buildings eonstrueteel by J. Tits (see [Ti], Section 3.1) and M. Ronan (sec
[Ro]). Another version of Theoreln 1 and a sOlllewhat refined version of Corollary
1 was provcd independently by Zuk [Zu].

It seems to us that the exalnples lnentioned above are thc only ones known so far
where Corollary 1 applies. It is possible that there is some kind of rigidity regarding
Property (T). However, such a rigiclity phenolnenon, if it exists, does not involve
Tits buildings only: wc will construet SOlne new examplcs whcre thc undcrlying
space X is not a Tits building. Wc lnake use of specific Ranlanujan graphs. In
Chapter 3 of [Sa], P. Sanlak dcseribcs SOlnc cxplicit cxamples of such graphs. They
are Cayley graphs of finite groups and most of theIn satisfy the asstunptions of
Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 below.

Theorem 2. Let H be a finite gro7Lp, S C H \ {e} a set 0/ generators 0/ Hand
(S, R) a presentation 0/ H. Ass1Lme that the girth of the Gayley graph L = C(H, S)
is at least 6. Then the group r given by the presentation

(8 U {T} I Ru {T2} U {(ST)3 I sES})

acts properly discontinuously (Lud cocornpactly on a contractible sirnplicial 2-cornplex
X such that the links of all vertices of X are isomorphic to L.

Here we rccall that the girth 9 = g(L) of a finite graph L is the mininlal number
of edges in closed circuits of L.

Corollary 2. Let H be a finite gro'Up, 8 c H \ {e} a set 0/ generators 0/ Hand
(S, R) a presentation 0/ H. Assurne that the Gayley graph L = C(H, S) satisfies
(1) 9 (L) 2:: 6 and (2) K.(L) > 1/2. Then the gro'Up r given by the presentation
(*) satisfies Property (T).

In combination with the Ramanujan graphs of Sarnak lnentioned abovc, this
gives rise to an infinite dass of new b'TOUPS satisfying Propcrty (T). In lnost of thc
examples of Sarnak, the girth is > 6 and therefore the eorresponcling groups rare
hyperbolic in the sense of Grolnov.

A polygonal cornplex is a 2-diulensional polyhedral cell eomplex. The dass of
infinite and contractible polygonal eOlnplexes is very rieh and is stnclied from various
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points of view. If X is a polygonal complex and v E X is a vertex, the link of X at
v is thc graph Xv whose vertices represent the edges of X adjacent to v, where two
vertices are connetced by an edge if the correspoding two edges in X are adjacent to
a common face. This generalizes the corresponding notion for simplicial complexes.
Say that a polygonal complex is a (k, l)- c01nplex if each face of X has at least k
sides and if the links at the vertices of X have girth 2: l. Simplicial cOIllplexes are
special (3, 3)-complexes since each face has exactly 3 sides.

Under our assu111ptions we always have (k,l) 2: (3,3). The condition kl 2 2(k+l),
which has its origins in small cancellation theory, is very natural froln the point of
view of geometry and crucial in the construction of polygonal COIllplcxes in [BB].
If X is a (k,l)-coIllplex with kl 2 2(k + l), then the length Inetric on X, which
turns every edge of X into a geodesie segluent of length 1 and each face of X
into a regular Euclidean polygon, is a cOlllplete metric of nonpositive curvature
(in the triangle cOInparison sense of Alexandrov). Thc rninimal solutions of thc
inequality kl 2 2(k + l) are (k,l) = (6,3), (4,4) 01' (3,6). They correspond to the
tesselations of the Euclidean plane into regular hexagons, squares and equilateral
triangles respectively.

It is natural to ask wruch groups of autoluorphisms of polygonal coruplexes satisfy
Property (T). To state our results in that respect we need a further definition.

Definition. Let r be a group and f : r -t C a continuous function. We say that
f is of negative type if for an m 2: 1, all gI, ... , gm E rand all AI, ... ,Am E C with
Al + ... + Am = 0 we have

L AiAjf(g;lgj) ~ O.
i1j

It is known that a locally Conlpact group r with a countable base for thc topology
satisfies Property (T) Hf auy continuous function of negative type on r is bounded,
see Theorem 5.20 in [HV].

Theorem 3. Let X be a simply connected (4,4)- or (6, 3)-complex and let r be a
group 01 automorphisms 01 X. 11 r does not have a fixed point, then r admits an
unbounded function of negative type.

Note that we da not assulue ariy kind of regularity conditions on X. We do not
need that X is locally finite 01' that all edges of X bound a face 01' two faces. In
fact, our proof of Theorem 3 also applies in the case when X is a trce.

Corollary 3. Let X be a locally finite simply connected (4,4)- or (6,3)-complex
and let r be a properly discontinuous group of automorphisms 01 X. 1f r is infinite,
then r does not satisfy Property (T).

A group does not satisfy Propcrty (T) if it acts without fixed points on a tree.
Hence the following result is a refinement of Theore111 3 in the case where the
stronger assumptions on X are satisfied.
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Theorem 4. Let X be a simply connected polygonal complex. Assurne that the links
of vertices of X are connected and biplLrtite and that at least one of the following
conditions is satisfied:

(1) for some k 2:: 4 each face of X is a k-gon;
(2) each face of X has an even number of sides.

Let r be a group of au.tornorphisms of X. 1f r does not have a fixed point, then r
has a subgroup of finite index which admits a fixed point free action on a tree.

Let X be a noncompact siInply connected (k,l)-cornplex with kl 2:: 2(k+l) and let
r be a properly discontinuous and cocompact group of autornorphisnls of X. So far
it remains unclear what the precise conditions on X for r to havc Property (T) are
and whether there are such. Corollary 3 gives a necessary condition, naulcly (k, l) =
(3,6). Corollary 1 gives a sufficient condition. Of course one needs regularity
assumptions on X - such as (1) in Corollary 1 - if aue wants to tic Property (T)
to thc structure of X.

Structure of the paper. In thc first two scctions wc devclop the idcas of Garland
from [Ga]. There are sevcral tcchnical irnproveulcnts, and we also inchlde Pansu's
improvernents to L 2-coholllOlgy and infinite dimensional unitary representations in
our more general franlcwork. Thus Sections 1 and 2 can be viewed as an update
of the rnain part of Garland's work. In Section 3 we discuss applications to groups
acting on Tits buildings and to groups constructed in Seetion 4. In Section 4 wc
prove Theorem 2 and in Section 5 Theorems 3 and 4. Sechons 4 and 5 can be read
independently of thc rest of thc paper each.

Acknowledgments. Wc would like to thank T. Januszkiewicz and P. Pansu for
helpful discussions and coruments. The second author would likc to thank the Max
Planck-Institut für Mathernatik in Bonn for its hospitality during thc acadcrnic year
95/96.

1. LOCALIZATION

Let X be a locally finite siInplicial complcx of dinlension n. For a sirnplex a in
X, denote by m (a) the nurnber of n-simplices containing a. Throughout we assume
m(a) 2:: 1, that is, every sirnplcx of X is contained in an n-simplex.

Denote by E(k) the set of ordered k-simplices of X. For a = (vo, ... , Vk) E E(k)
define

(1.1 ) rn(a) := m({vo, ... ,Vk}),

whcre {vo, ... ,Vk} IS the k-sinlplex (without ordcring) underlying a. Clearly, für
r E E(k),

(1.2) L m(a) = (n - k)(k + 2)!rn(r),
uEE(k+l)

u :>1'"

where the factor (k + 2)! corresponds to the nuulber of possiblc reorderiugs of an
ordered (k + l)-simplex and wherc T C a mcans that thc verticcs of rare vertices
of a.
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Let f be a group acting properly discontinuously and by automorphisms on X.
For an ordered simplex Cf of X, dcnote by f a the stabilizer of Cf. We choose a set
E(k, f) C E(k) of representatives of f-orbits.

1.3 Lemma. For 0 ::; l < k ::; n J let f = f(7, Cf) be a f-invariant 11Lnction on the
sei 01 pairs (7, Cf) J where r is an ordered l-simplex and Cf an ordered k -simplex with
7 C Cf, thai is, the vertices 0/ rare vertices 01 Cf. Then

L L 1(7, Cf) = L L 1(7, Cf)

aEE(k,r) TEI::{I) Ifal 'TEE(l,r) l7E~(k) 1
f TI

TCl7 TCl7

whenever one 01 the sums on the left hand side or right hand side is absolutely
convergent.

Proo/. Bince I is f -invariant,

L L !(7,Cf) L L 1(7, Cf)

Ifal
-

IfTI·lfa!aEE(k,r) TEE(I) l7EE(k,r) "(Er
TCl7 TEE(I,r) "(TCl7

L L
f(7,Cf) L L f(r,Cf)

0-
Ir'T I . Iral IfTITEE(I,r) 1'Er 'TEE(I,r) l7EE(k)

l7E~{k,r) TC"(l7 TCl7

Let p be a representation of f on a cOlnplex, possibly infinite dimensional Hilbert
space H. Let Ck(X, p) be thc space of simplicial k-cochains of X, which are twisted
by p, that is, </> E Ck(X, p) is an alternating lllap on thc ordcred k-simplices of X
with values in H such that

</>(--y. Cf) = pe,) . cjJ(Cf) for all, E f, Cf E E(k).

We say that </> E Ck(X, p) is square integrable mod r if

(1.4) '" m(Cf)
11111

2
:= L (k + l)!lfal (cjJ(Cf), cjJ(Cf)) < 00.

aEE(k,r)

We denote by Lk(X, p) the space of Inod r square intcgrable cochains in Ck(X, p).
If X is finite or, more generally, if r acts Cocolllpactly on X, we have Lk(X, p) =
Ck(X, p). On Lk(X, p), we have the Hermitian form

For Cf = (vo, ... , Vk) E E(k) and 0 ::; i ::; k let ai := (vo, .",Vi, ...Vk). Thc differential
d : Ck(X, p) ---7 C k +1 (X, p) is givcn by

k

d1(a) = L(-1)i1(Cfi).
i=O
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1.5 Proposition. For 4> E Lk(X,p) we have Ild4>11 2 ::S (n - k)(k + 2)114>11 2
• In

particular, d : Lk(X, p) -t L k+1 (X, p) is a bounded operator.

The point of this proposition is that we do not assumc that X is llniformly locally
finite.

Proo/ 0/ Proposition 1.5. We have

2 '"'" m(a) 2
IId4>11 = ~ (k + 2)!lr 1Id</J(a) 1

aEE(k+l,r) a

'"'" m(a) " i 2
~ (k + 2)!Irall ~(-1) 4>(ai)1

aEE(k+l,r) I

'"'" 7n(a) "2
::S ~ (k + 2)!lfal (k + 2)~ 14>(adl

aEE(k+l,r) t

'"'" 7rl,(a)(k + 2) '"'" 2

- ~ (k + 2)!lr I(k + I)! ~ 14>(T)1
aEE(k+l,r) a 'TEE(k)

'Teer

(~) '"'" " m(a)(k + 2) 2

~ L..J (k + 2)!(k + l)!lrTI I4>(T)1
TEE(k,r) erEE(k+l)

er :)'T

(1.2) '"'" (71, - k)(k + 2)!m(T)(k + 2) l</J(T)12

L..J (k + 2)!(k + l)!lrTl
TEE(k,r)

,,771(7) 2
(71, - k)(k + 2) L.J (k + l)!lrrl l4>(7)1

rEE(k,r)

(n - k)(k + 2)114>11 2

and hence IId4>1I 2 ::S (n - k)(k + 2) 114>11 2
. D

Denote by 0 : Lk +1 (X, p) -t Lk(X, p) the adjoint operator of d,

Rccall that 8 is a boundcd operator with thc salne norn1 as d.

1.6 Proposition. For 4> E Lk(X, p) and T E ~(k - 1),

" m(vT)
84>(T) = L..J m(T) 4>(VT),

l'El:(O)
VTEE(k)

whe're VT is the ordered k-si1nplex obtained by juxtaposition 0/ the vertex v. Fur
thermore, 1104>11 2 ::S (n - k + l)(k + 1)114>11 2

.

Proof. The straightforward cornputation of (</J, d'ljJ) = (04), 'ljJ) - to avoid Slunma
bility problenls restricted to those 'IjJ E Lk-1(X, p) which are nonzero on finitely
many r -orbits in ~ (k - 1) 0 nly - shows that o</J (T) is as clailned. Since J has the
same norm as d, we have 1104>11 2 ::S (n - k + l)(k + 1) 11</J11 2

. D
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1.7 Corollary. For</.> E Lk(X, p) and a E E(k),

Jdr/J (a) = (n - k) r/J (a) - o

Let r = (vo, ... ,Vj) be an ordered j-siInplex of X. Dcnote by X r the link of
r in X, that is, the SUbcolllplex of dilnension n - j - 1 consisting of all siInplices
{wo, ,WI} of X which are disjoint froln {vo, "., Vj} such that the union {vo, ... ,Vj}U
{wo, ,wd is a siulplex of X. For an ordcrcd sinlplex 1] = (wo, ... ,wd of X Tl let
r1J = (va, ... ,Vj, Wo, .", wd E E(j + l + 1) and denote by m r (1J) the nUlllber of
(n - j - l)-siInplices in X r containing 1]. Then

(1.8)

Thc set of ordered l-simplices of X r is denoted Er(l). The isotropy group r r acts
by autoInorphisms on X r . Bince r acts propcrly discontinuously, r r is finite. Notc
that r r1] = r r n r 1] is thc stabilizer in r r of the ordered simplex 'T] of X r . We let
Pr be thc restriction of P to r rand Cl (XTl Pr) be the space of siInpliciall-cochains
of X r which are twisted by Pr' Thus X Tl thc action of r r on X r and Pr is a tripie
as X, the action of r on X and P, except that we are in the special casc that X r is
finite. Our notational guideline is to use the same symbols as in the general case,
hut to indicate by a subscript r that we are considcring X r . For cxamplc, thc
differential on CI(Xr , Pr) is denoted dr .

Let Er(l, r r) C Er(l) be a set ofreprcsentatives offr-orbits. For'ljJ E Cl(XTl Pr)
we have

(1.9)

Juxtaposition of r to an ordered simplex 'T] of X r , denoted r1] as abovc, defines a
localization map

where r/Jr is given by

1.10 Lemma. Let r/J E Lk(X, p) and 0 ~ j < k. Then

(k + I)! . 11r/J11 2 = (k - j)! L II<Pr 11
2

.

rEE(j,r)
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Proof. We COInpute

L L m(a) 2
- (k + l)!lf ,-1 Iif>(a) I

,-EE(j,r) <tEE(Ie)
TC<t

L L m(a) 2
- (k + l)!lfal Jif>(a) I

aEE(k,r) TEE(j)
TC<t

= (k + ~)! '11if>11 2 . 0
(k - J)!

The relation between localization and t5 is straightforward, at least if j < k - 1.

1.11 Lemma. Let 0 ::; j < k ::; 11" 7 E E(j) and if> E Lk(X, p).
(1) I/ j < k - 1, then o,-if>,- = (-l)j+l(t54»,-.
(2) I/ j = k -1 lLnd 4>~ denotcs the component 0/4>,- in the subspace 0/ constant

maps in CO(X'-' P,-), then (-l)k(n - k + 1)4>~ - 04>(7). In particular,

114>°112 = rn(7) 10if>(r)1 2.
,- (n-k+1)lf,-1

Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward. As for (2) we have by (1.9) that if>~ is
thc constant function with valuc cqual to

( L m,-(v)) -1. L m,-(v)4>,-(v).
vEE T (0) vEE T (0)

On the other hand,

and thcreforc

In particular,

1Iq,~112 = L m~(v) 1q,~(vW
vEET(O) j ,-1

"m,-(v) 2 m(7) 2

= VE't(o) (n - k + 1)21fi 5q,(T) I = (n - k + 1) If.rl l<5q,(T) I· 0

In the special casc of Tits buildings, a fonnula similar to thc one bclow is con
tained in the proof of Lenlma 8.1 of [Ga].
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1.12 Theorem. Let 0 :::; j < k < n and 1> E Lk(X, p). Then

k!· (1Id1>1l 2- (n - k)1l1>11 2) = (k - j - 1)! L (lIdT1>TI1 2- (n - k)II1>TI12).
TEE(j,f)

Proof. By Lemlna 1.7

Ild1>112- (n - k)II1>11 2= (öd1> - (n - k)1>, 1»

L L L (-1)' (k :~~~I~ I(q)(va;) , q)(a))
CfEE(k,f) lIEE(O) O~i~k Cf

1I0'EE{k+1}

" '" '" 1n(va)L.J L.J L.J [a: 1]] k!(k + 1)!lr I (1)(vr/), 1>(a)) ,
CfEE(k,f) t1EE(k-l) lIEE(O) Cf

T/CO' 110' EE(k+l)

where [0' : 17] denotes the incidence coeeficient of 1] with respect to 0',

'" '"" '" rn(va)L.J L.J L.J [0': 1]] k!(k + 1)!lr I (1)(vr/), 1>(a))
TJEE(k-l,r) O'EE(k) lIEE(O) 1J

O'~T/ 1I0'EE(k+l)

L L
71E E (k-l,r) lIwE E(l)

lIW1]EE(k+l)

where W17 takes over the role of a, more pl'ecisely, of ViO'i for 0' = (vo, ... ,Vk). If
j = k - 1, the assertcd equality follows irnlncdiatcly. If j < k - 1, wc apply the
above formula to ePT' T E E(j, r), and get

(k - j - I)! L (lldT1>TI1 2- (n - k)II1>TI1 2)
rEE(j,r)

=- L
TEE(j,f) pEE T (k-j-2,rT) lIwEE T (I).

lIwpEE T (k-J)

= k!· (1Id1J112 - (n - k)IIif>11 2),
where we use that the set of Tp, for T E E(j, r) and p E ET(k - j - 2, r T)' is a set
E(k - 1, r) of representatives of r-orbits. 0

For T E E(j), define a quadratic fonn QT on Ck- j - 1(Xn PT) by

Q T ( 7/J) = 11 dT 7/J 11
2

- ~ : ~ (n - k) 117/J 11
2

.

As an application of Lenuna 1.10 and Theorem 1.12 we obtain:

1.13 Corollary. Let 0 :::; j < k < n and cjJ E Lk(X, p). Then

k! . IIdcjJI1 2 = (k - j - I)! L QT(1)T)' 0
TEE(j,f)

In [Pa), Pansu _diseusses a rclated fonnula for I-farms in thc casc whcre X is a
building af type A2 .
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2. VANISHING OF L2-cOHOMOLOGY

Let X, rand p bc as in the previolls section. Thc L2-cohomology of X with
respect to p is defined as

If X is finite 01', morc gencrally, if r acts cocolnpactly on X, then L 2 IIk(X, p) =
Hk(X, p). Let

~+ = öd, ~ - = dö, ß = ~+ + ß - .

Define the space L 21{k(X, p) of nlod r square integrable harmonie k-forms twisted
by p by

L 21{k(X, p) = ker (~ ILk(X, p)) = ker (ß + ILk(X, p)) n kcr (L\ -ILk(X, p) ) .

Ir X is finite 01', more generally, if r acts cocompactly on X, then L 21{k(X, p) =
1{k(X, p), the space of hannomc forms on X twisted by p. We have

(2.1)
(ker(L\+ ILk(X, p))).L = im(~+ ILk(X, p)) = im(öILk+l(X, p))

(ker(~-ILk(X,p)))l- = iln(L\-ILk(X,p)) = iUl(dILk-I(X,p))

and the orthogonal dccompositions

(2.2)

In particular,

kcr(ß+ILk(X,p)) = L 21{k(X,p) ffiinl(ß-ILk(X,p))

ker (L\ -IL k (X, p)) = L 21-{k (X, p) ffi iln (ß + ILk (X, p) ) .

2.3 Lemma. /f X rand r) are finite, then iln(L\±ICk(X,p)) is closed. Further
more, if a± is the minimal positive eigenvalue of ß± on Ck(X, IR), the space 01
(untwisted) k-chains on X with values in lR, then IIß±1J11 ;::: a± 111J11 for all 1J in
Ck(X, p) perpendicular to ker ß±.
Proof. We let L\~ = ß + ICk (X, IR). Since Ck(X, IR) is a finite diulensional Eu
clidean space and ~~ is a self adjoint operator on Ck(X; IR), we have an orthogonal
dccomposition

C k (X, IR) = ker ß~ ffi im ß~.

Denote by Ck(X, H) thc space of (untwistec1) k-cochains on X with values in
the Hilbert space H. Then

as a Hilbert space. For f::11i = f::1 + ICk (X, H) we have
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for 4> E Ck(X, R) and v E H. In other words, L1jj = L1: 0 id. Hence

ker L1jj = (ker L1~) 0 H, inl L1jj = (iIn L1:) 0 H.

In particular, ker L1t and im L1t are closed and

C k (X, H) = ker L1jj ffi iIn L1t
is an orthogonal decomposition. This proves the first assertion in the case of L1+
on Ck(X,H).

Concerning the second assertion, we let Po be the orthogonal projection in
Ck(X, lR) onto ker L1~ and PI be thc orthogonal projection outo inl ß~. Then
Po + PI = id and POPI = PIPa = O. We havc

llß: (PI 4') 11 ~ a+IIPI 4'11

for all 4' E Ck(X, IR). Now Po ® id is the orthogonal projcction of Ck(X, H) onto
ker L1t and PI 0 id the orthogonal projcction onto im L1t. Hencc thc asserted
inequality follows in the case of ß t on Ck (X, H), and the proof of the corresponding
statements for ß Hon Ck(X, H) is siIllilar.

Now the space Ck(X, p) of twisted k-cochains is a closcd snbspace of Ck(X, H),
invariant nnder b,.t and b,.H. 0

Let 0 < k < n and consider thc case j = k -1 in Corollary 1.13. Let r E ~(k -1)
and'ljJ E Co (X-r , P-r)' Then

where we note that L1-r = L1i on O-cochains. Lct 'ljJ0 be thc cOlllponcnt of 'ljJ in
ker ß T and set 'ljJ I = 1/J - 'ljJ0. Then

QT(1f;) = - k: 1 (n - k)II1f;°112 + (i::>-r1fJl - k: 1 (n - k)1f;\1f;l).

Denote by 1\.'1' the smallest positive eigenvalue of ß T on CO(Xn IR).

2.4 Lemma. In the above notation, assume 1\.'1' ~ k(;';Ik)+e for some e > O. Then

111/J1l 2
::; Ce 117/J 0 11 2 + !QT (7/J).

e

for aU 1/J E CO(XTl PT)' where Ce = 1 + :~~~~? 0

2.5 Theorem. Let 0 < k < n = diIll X. Assume that X T is connected and that
there is an e > 0 such that 1\.'1' ~ k(::';Ik) + e for aU (k - l)-simplices r of X, where

1\.'1' is the smaltest positive eigenvalue 0f L1-r on CO (XTl IR) . Then L 2Hk (X, p) = 0
for any unitary representation p of r.
Proof. Let r be a (k - 1)-simplex of X. Now X-r is connected and ker ß T = ker riT •

Therefore thc kernel of L1-r on CO(Xv, Pv) consists of the constant luaps. Hence by
Lemma 1.11(2),
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Let rp E ker(b..+ ILk(X, p)). Then drp = 0 and we have

(k + 1)! ·llrpl12 (1.10) L IlrpT1!2
TE~(k-llr)

(2~4) C€ L ;(r~ r lo,p(r)12+ ~ L QT(,pT)
TE~(k-llr) (n - + )I TI e TEE(k-l,r)

(113) C€ n _ ~+ 1 . Ilo,p112 + ~ ·0= C~ . Ilo,p112 = C~ . (t> -,p, ,p).

This shows that L 21{k(X, p) = 0 and that the ilnage of b.. -ILk(X, p) is closccl
in ker(b..+ILk(X,p)). Hence ker(~+ILk(X,p))= inl(b..-ILk(X,p)) and therefore

L 2H k (X,p) = O. D

Note that Theorem 1 of Introduction corresponds to the case Tl, = 2 and k = 1
in Theorem 2.5.

3. ApPLICATIONS

Our main applications of Theorem 2.5 concern thc case k = 1 and dilll X =
n = 2. More generally, if dilnX = n 2: 2 and if k = n - 1, thCll thc link of
T E E(k - 1) = E(n - 2) is a graph. Thereforc wc arc intcrested in cstitnatcs for
the smallest positive eigenvaluc K = KL of thc Laplacian b.. L , acting on the space
CO(L, IR) of real-valued functions on the vertices of a finite graph L. In order to
apply Theorem 2.5, we actually need K > 1/2 if n = 2 anel k = 1 respectively
'" > (n - l)/n if n 2: 2 and k = n - 1.

For 4> E CO(L, IR) and v a vertex of L , we have

1
D..L4>(V) = rp(v) - () L cjJ(W),

711L v
wELv

where rrI,L(v) clenotes the valence of v, that is, thc nUInher of edgcs adjaccnt to v,
and Lv is the link of v in L, consisting of all vertices adjacent to v. Defining thc
averaging operator A : CO(L,lR) ---7 CO(L,lR) by

1
A4>(v) = () L if>(w) ,

111L V
wEL v

we get

Obviously, the spectruIn of A is in [-1,1] anel hence the spectrunl of b.. is in [0,2].
Ir all the vertices of L have the saIne valence m, then thc adjacency operator

considered in graph theory is m tiInes the averaging operator A considerecl abovc.
The conlplete spectruIn of thc adjacency operator, including thc tnultiplicitics of
the eigenvalues, has been computed in Illany ca..'5es, see e.g. [BeN], [CDS].
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mOrn l

3.1 Tits buildings. We say that a graph L is bipartite if the set V of vertices of
L is a disjoint union V = VoUVI, where v E Vo is adjacent to vertices from VI only
and vice versa. If L is bipartite, then we have an orthogonal decolnposition

where :Fo denotes the space of real valued functions on Vo and :Fl the space of real
valued fllnctions on VI, and a corresponding decolnposition of A,

Since the decomposition :FoEB:F1 is orthogonal and A is self adjoint, we havc Aü=
Al· Clearly,

ker A = ker AoEB ker Al.

Nonzero eigenvalues of AlAo are positive. If </> E :Fo is an eigenfunction of AlAo
with eigenvalue A > 0, then (IX</>, Ao</» and (IX</>, -Ao</» are eigenfnnctions of A
for the eigenvalues j).. and -IX. In this way, we obtain all Ilonzero eigenvalues
of A anel the corrcsponding eigenfunctions. Observe that thc spectrum of A is
sYlnmetric about O.

Assurne now that L is a Tits building (also called generalized ]Jolygon). Then
L is bipartite. Assulle that thcre are numbers mO, rnl such that the valence of
each vertex v E Vo is rno and the valence of each vertex v E VI is 1121' This holds
autolnatically when L is thick. By what we said above, ff, and the biggest eigcllvalue
11, of M = ffil mOAlAo on the space of functions in Fo pcrpendiclliar to thc constant
functions are related by

K=l- ~.
V~

Now the spectrum of M was cletenninecl by Feit and Higlnan [FR, LemlnclS 4.1,
5.1, 6.1] (see also [Ga], [PaD. Their results hnply:

(1) if L is of type Al x Al, i.e., if L is a complete bipartitc graph, then K = 1.
(2) if L is of type A 2 , i.e., if L is the flag cOlllplex of a projective plane, thcn

vm-1
mo = ml =: m anel K = 1 - . Rence K > 1/2 for 112 2: 3.

1n,..-- ~

mo + 111,1 - 2
(3) if L is of type B 2 , then K, = 1 -

(4) if L is of type G2 , then K, = 1 -
mo + rnl - 2 + J (mo - 1)(ml - 1)

(5) if L has dialnetcr 8, then K, = 1 -
rno + 1nl - 2 + )2(1120 - IHml - 1)

mOnt1

The lllain theorem of Feit and Higman in [FR] says that there are no finite thick
Tits buildings of dimension lother then of the types mentioneel above. In each
case, K, > 1/2 when 111,0, ml 2: 13 anel K, -t 1 as mo, ffil -t 00.

Theorem 2.5 together with the above formlIlas for f<i> iInplies: iEX ia a locally finite
2-dimensional Tits building such that each edge oE X is adjacent to at least 13 [aces,
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then L 2H1(X, p) = 0 for any properly discontinuous group r oE autoll1orphisrns of
X and allY unitary representation p oE r.

In SOIne cases the assumption on the thickness can bc relaxed. For exalnple, if
X is a Euclidean building (of diInension 2), then thc links of vertices of X are of
type Al x AI, A 2 , B 2 or G2 , and hence we need ~o assulue only that each eclge of
X is adjacent to at least 11 faces. If X is of type A2 , then all links of X are of type
A 2 and it suffices to asSllInc that X is thick.

Lemnla 6.3 in [Ga] iInplies that for any n 2: 3 and any constant a > 0 therc is a
constant ß > 0 with the following property: if X is a locally finite n-diInensional
Tits building such that Kor > 1 - ß for all TE1:(n - 2), then K'7 > n - k - a for all
1] E ~(k -1), 0 < k < n. Now the formulas for K. show that K. --+ 1 as 1TLO, ml --+ 00.

In particular, there is a COllstant On such that L 2Hk(X, p) = 0 for any properly
discontinuous group r oE automorphisms of X, any unitary reprcsentation p oE r
alld any k E {I, ... , n - I}, provided any simplex oE X oE codirnensioll 1 hounds <:tt
least On sünplices oE dimension n.

3.2 Ramanujan graphs. Let L bc a finite and connected graph with constant
valence l7L We say that L is Ramanujan if thc spectrum of the averaging operator
A of L, exccpt f~r thc eigcnvalue 1, is contained in [-2 v'1~-l, 2 v'r~~-l]. If L is
bipartitc, we say that L is bipartite Ramanujan if the spectrulu of A, exeept for thc
eigenvalues ±1, is eontained in [-2 v'm-l, 2 v'm-l]. If L is RaInanujan or bipartite

r11. r11.

Ramanujan, then K > ~ ifm 2: 15. In [Sa], Sarnak eonstruets falnilies ofRaIuanujan
and bipartitc R:'uuanujan graphs with arbitrarily large valenee 1TL and girth g. Thc
graphs eonstrueted in [Sa] are Cayley graphs for bJl'OUPS PGL(2, 7l/qZ) with respect
to eertain sets of generators.

Given a Cayley graph L of girth 2: 6 we eonstruct in thc section below an infinite
and eontraetible simplicial 2-e0111plex X such that the link of any vertex of X is
isomorphie to Land such that X adnlits a properly diseontinuous anel eoeolnpact
group r of autolnorphisnls. Applying this construction to the examples of Sarnak
nlentioned above, we obtain an infinite falnily of groups satisfying the assuruptions
of Theorem 2.5. Sinee thc spaees X are eontractible, the first cohomology of these
b'TOUPS r with eoefficicnts in any unitary representation vanishes. Hence these
groups satisfy Property (T).

4. A FAMILY OF GROUPS

In this seetion we prove Theorem 2 of the Introduetion. We first explain a gen
eral method of construeting eontractible 2-eornplexes. Thcn wc apply this mcthod
earefully to obtain a group of alltomorphisms as asserted in Theorerrl 2.

Let L be a eonneeted finite graph, and assume that it is univalent, i.e. there is a
number m 2: 2 such that eaeh vertex of L is adjaccnt to 1TL cdges. An L-complex is a
simplieial 2-eomplex X such that for each vertex v of X the link at v is isomorphie
to L.

4.1 Proposition. Let L be a finite, connected and univalent graph. 11 the girth 01
L is at least 6, then there are contractible L-complexes.
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Proof. Proposition 4.1 follows froln the l110re general result of [BB]. We briefty
sketch the construction in [BB], emphasizing the features that are hnportant for
our purposes.

For a sitnplicial 2-complex B, the boundary aB of B is the subcoInplex consisting
of the (c1osed) edges that are adj acent to exactly one face of B. Consider thc
following conditions on B:

(a) all the non-boundary edges of Bare contained in exactly m triangles, where
m is the valence of L;

(b) thc links of B at non-boundary vertices are isolllorphic to L;
(c) the links of B at boundary vertices are isolllorphic to finite connected trees

with dialueter 2 01' 3 and with valences of vertices eqllal to 1 01' 1n.

Step 1. Let BI be the shnplicial cone ovcr L. Clearly B = BI satisfies conditions
(a)-(c).

Step 2. Assume inductively that B = B n is constructcd and that it satisfies
conditions (a)-(c). To construct Bn +b first glue rrL - 1 new triangles to each
boundary edge of B n , thus getting a complcx Bn . Note that by property (c) abovc,
the links of B n at all boundary vertices of B n are isolnorphic to finite connccted
trees with dianleter 4 01' 5 and with valences of vertices equal to 1 01' m. This Ineans
that we can embed each such a link (in many different ways) into the graph L since
the latter has constant valence m and girth g(L) 2:: 6. We thcn u~ a collection of
such enlbeddings, one for cach vertex, as a pattern for extcnding B n by glucing to
it ncw triangles around boundary vertices of B n . This we do independently (anel
disjointly) for all boundary vcrticcs of B r&! and the result is B n +1 . Observe that
B = B n satisfies conditions (a)-(c) and that

(d) the boundary vertices of Bn are no longer on the boundary of B n +1 ;

(e) B n +I cao be contracted to B n .

Step 3. By repeating Step 2 we obtain an infinite sequence BI C B 2 C ... of
complexes, and we define X := U~=IBn. Using properties (a)-(e), it is easy to
check that X is a contractible L-complex. 0

4.2 Remark. There is the following addition to Proposition 4.1. Let X be a con
tractible L-complex, where L is as in Proposition 4.1, and let v bc a vertex in X.
Let BI be the star of v and B n +1 be the star of Bnl n 2:: 1. Then the sequence
(Bn ) is obtained by the construction in the proof of Proposition 4.1.

As wc have seen, the construction of L-complcxes depends on many choices. This
is the reason why for sonle graphs L uncountably many non-isonlorphic L-colnplexes
can be constructed (see [BB] 01' [Sw]), only few of thenl adlnitting nontrivial auto
lllorphisms. To construct L-complcxes with a large group of automorphisms, one
has to perform the construction more carefully, for cxalnple by using specific graphs
Land same additional structure given by a system of labels as described below. In
this section we deal with the case when L is a Cayley graph of a finite group.

Let H bc a group and Sagenerating set of H with c ~ S. Tbc Cayley graph
G(H, S) of H with respect to S is the brraph with vertex set H, wbere two vertices
11.1, 11,2 are joined by an edge (not oriented) iff hIS = h2 01' h2 s = h l for sonle sES.
Note that G(H, S) is a connected graph and that H acts (on tbc left) on it by
automorphisms. Under our assumptions, G(H, S) is a simplicial graph.
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Let H be a finite group with a generating set 8. Assume that Hand 8 satisfy
the assumption of Theorem 2 and consider L = C(H, 8). Equip the set of oriented
edges of L with labels frorn the set 8 U 8-1 according to the following rule: label
(hl, h2 ) by S if hIs = h2 . This rule detennines labels uniquely and the label of an
oppositely oricnteel eelge is thc inverse of the original one. Morcover, the group of
label preserving autornorphisrns of L coincides with H.

Let X be an L-complex. Consider the set :F of all flags in X, i.e. incident tripies
(vertex, eelge, trianglc) in X. Givcn a vertex v of X, the flags containing v are in
1-1 correspondence with the oriented edges in the link X v of X at v. Let A be a
labelling of :F by the clenlcnts of 8 U 8- 1 . We say that A is modelled on L, if for
any vertex v there is an isomorphism of Xv anel L such that thc labels of the flags
containing v coinciele with the labels of the orienteel eelges in L via this isomorphism
anel thc above 1-1 correspondence. A labelled L-complex is a pair (X, A), wherc X
is an L-cornplex anel A is a labelling of the Hags in X rnodelled on L.

Consider the following conelitions on labellings of :F by elernents of 8 U 8-1 ;

(Cl) the labels of any two flags containing the saUle edge anel triangle, but different
vertices, are inverse to each other;

(C2) the labels of any two flags containing the saU1C vertex and triangle, but dif
ferent edges, are invcrse to each otherj

(C3) the labels of all flags containing the sarne vertex and edge are pairwisc differ-
ent.

Note that conditions (C2) and (C3) are satisfied automatically for labcllings rnod
elled on L. We will use these conditions in the construction of labelled L-cornplexes
below.

4.3 Proposition. Let H be a finite gr071p and 8 a generating set 0/ H. Suppose
Hand 8 satisfy the assumption 0/ Theorem 2 and let L = C(1[, S). Then there
exists a unique (up to label preserving isomorphism) contractible labelIed L-complex
(X, A), where A satisfies Condition (Cl). Moreover, the gr07Lp Aut(X, A) 0/ all label
preserving automorphisms 0/ X acts transitivelyon vertices 0/ X with stabilizers
isomorphie to H. In partieular, Aut(X, A) is simply transitive on oriented edges 0/
X.

Proof. We repeat the inductive construction of thc proof of Proposition 4.1, taking
labels into account.

Step 1. Iclentify the link at thc center of BI with L. This induces a labelling of
the flags of BI with vertex at the center. Extend this labelling to all flags in BI
using Condition (Cl). Observe that such an extension exists, is unique and satisfies
(C2) and (C3).

Step 2. Supposc inductively that the flags in!!n are labelled such that Conclitions
(C1)-(C3) are satisfied. Consider the conlplex B n as in the proof of Proposition 4.1

and extend the labelling of the flags of Bn to all flags of Rn so that (Cl)-(C3) are
satisfied. Note that such an extension exists, anel it is unique up to perrnutations
inside the set~ of m - 1 llew triangles glued to thc boundary edges of B u when
constructing B n .

Now consider the sec~nd part of Step 2. For each boundary vertex y of B n , the
labelling of..!he flags in B n containing v illduces a labclling of thc oricntcd eclges of
the link of B n at v. These labelled links can be crnbeddecl into L so that the labels
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are preserved. Such elnbeddings are unique up to translations ~f L by elements of
H. These embeddings determine uniquelr the extension froIn B n to B n +1 and thc
extension of tbe labelling of the Hags in Bn to all Rags in B n +1 so that Conditions
(Cl)-(C3) are satisfied. Moreover, a label preserving autolllorphisnl of B n +1 is
uniquely detenmned by its restrietion to B n and, by induction, by its rcstriction
to the link of the center of BI.

Step 3. Let X = U~=1B n . Note that the labclling A of the Hags in X constructed
inductively in Steps 1 and 2 is modelled on Land satisfics Condition (Cl).

It is dear that any labelled L-conlplex satisfying the assertions of Proposition
4.3 is the result of a construction as above, cf. Remark 4.2. Since the extensions
from B n to B n +1 are unique up to label preserving isolnorphislll, it follows that thc
resulting labelled complex (X, A) is unique.

Finally observe that the only label preserving automorphisnl of X whieh extends
idB l is idx. Moreover, by the uniqueness of thc construction up to a label preserving
isolllorphislll, any label preserving automorphism of I-balls in X extends uniquely
to a label preserving autonl0rphislll of all of X. This implies thc assertion about
Aut(X,A). 0

Proof of Theorem 2 01 Introduction. Consider the group Aut(X, A) of label pre
serving automorphisms of the complex X in Proposition 4.3. Since Aut(X, A) acts
transitivelyon vertiees of X with stabilizers isomorphie to the finite group H, thc
action is properly discontinuous and cocompact. It remains to provc that Aut(X, A)
has a presentation as c1aimed in Theorem 2.

Fix a vertex v E X and identify the isotropy group Stabv(Aut(X, A)) with H,
see Proposition 4.3. Choose an edge e having v as one of its vertices anel dünote
by T the llnique autolllorphism of Aut(X, A) reversing v with the other vertex W of
e; the uniqueness of T follows frOlll the fact that Aut(X, A) is simply transitive on
oriented edges of X. By thc sanle reason T is an involution, Le. T 2 = idx. Since thc
group H (identified with Stabt) (Aut(X, A))) acts transitivelyon vertices adjacent
to v, it follows that Hand T generate Aut(X, A).

According to Proposition 2.1 of [BB], to get a presentation of Aut(X, A) onc
needs to choose representatives of orbits of the action of H on triangles adjaccnt to
v and consider relations corresponding to those triangles. Let T = {t : (v, e, t) E F},
where e is the cdge corresponding to T as above. Label each triangle t E T by thc
corresponding label of thc Rag (v, e, t). This gives a 1-1 correspondence of T with
8 u 8-1 . Let Ts be the subset of T consisting of triangles with label in S. Then
Ts contains a set of representatives of triangles as required.

It is easy to see that thc automorphisrll TS prescrves the triangle in Ts labelled
by sES anel that its restrietion to this triangle is a rotation. Thereforc wc have
(TS)3 = idx, and this is a relation corresponding to our representative triangle, as
requirecl by Proposition 2.1 of [BB]. Thus we get the presentation

< Su {T} I RU {T 2
} U {(TS)3: SES} >

for Aut(X, A). This finishcs the proof of Theorem 2. 0
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5. FUNCTIONS OF NEGATIVE TYPE AND ACTIONS ON TREES

The aim of this section is to prove TheorerllS 3 and 4 of Introduction. In thc
proof of Theorem 3, we restriet to the (4, 4)-case anel indicatc the changes of the
argument in the (6,3)-case.

Let X be a sirnply connectecl (4, 4)-colnplcx. Let X' be the subdivision of X
obtained by adding the barycenters of the faces of X as new vertices anel as new
edges the line segrnents in the faces connccting their barycenters with the vertices
on their boundary. Then X' is a simplicial 2-complex. Let d be the length rnetric
on X which turns each edge of X into a geodesie segnlent of length 1, each new
edge of X' into a geodesic segrnent of length 1/V2 anel the 2-sinlplices of X' into
corresponding isoseeles Euclidean triangles with interior angles 1r /2,1r / 4, 1r/4. If a
face of X is a 4-gon, then it is a Euclidean unit square with respect to d, if it has
more then foul' sides, then d has a singularity at its barycenter. It is clear that d is
complete. By our assumptions on the links and faces, X has nonpositive curvature
with respect to d, see (Gr,B1]. Sincc X is siruply connected, ~Y is a Hadarnard
space, that is, (X, d) is a completc mctric space such that
(5.1) for any two points x, y E X there is a unique geodesic connccting theIn and

this geodesie has length d(x, y);
(5.2) for any geodesie trianglc with vcrtices x, y, z E X the distance of x to thc

midpoint m on the geoelesic fror11 y to z is at lnost thc corresponding clistance
in a Euclidean triangle with thc same siele lengths.

One of the inlportant properties of Hadalnard spaces is the exlstence of the
circumcenter of bounded subsets, sec Proposition 5.10 in Chapter I of [B2]. More
precisely,
(5.3) if B c X is a bounded subset, then there is a unique closeel llletric ball in X

of smallest possible radius containing B; thc center of this ball is called thc
circumcenter of B.

Let f be a face of X and e be an edge adjacent to f. Let x be the point on e of
distance 1/4 to one of the end points anel let '"Y be the geodesie segment of length 1
in f which contains x anel is perpendicular to e at x. Then r rneets the bOllndary
in another point x' which is similarly located on an edge e' adjaccnt to fand is
perpendicular to e' at x', sec Figure 1. Any geodesic extension of , in X consists
(of parts of) geodesie segluents contained in [aces of X and similarly locatcd in
these faces. Auy such geoelesic extension lnisses the vertices of X' anel intersects
edges of X perpendicularly. It follows that thc set T of all points in X which He
on such extensions is a convex subset of X and a trec.

5.4 Lemma. For a tree T as above, X \ T has two connected corrqJOnents.

Proof. Note that the 1/4-neighborhood U of T does not contain vertices of X.
Since T is a tree, we conclude that U \ T consists of two connectcd components,
Uo,U1 . Hence X \ T has at most two connected cOluponents.

If X \ T is connected, thcn there is a continuous curve c : [0,1] --+ X \ T
connecting c(O) = Yo E Uo with c(l) = Yl E U1 , whcre 1}o, Yl are points in f on
different sides of 1 = T n f. Now X is sinlply connectcd and hencc there is a
homotopy H : [0,1] X [0,1] -; X from c to the Ene seglnent in f connecting Yo with
Yl. This homotopy can be chosen to be generic. Then thc lllunber of interscctions
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with T does not change luod 2. This is a contradiction. 0

We let T be the set of trees in X obtained in thc above way, for all choices of face
f, edge e adjacent to fand point x on e of distance 1/4 froln one of the endpoiuts
of e. Each T E T defines two half spaces in X, nmnely the COllnected compollents
of X \ T. The set of half spaces obtained in this way is denoted tiT.

Now let e be an edge in X which is not adjacent to any face. Let x be the point
on e of distance 1/4 to one of the endpoints of e. Then X \ {x} has two connectcd
components since X is simply connected. We denote by SeX the set of such
points x, for all choiccs of edge e of X not adjacent to any face. Thus each x E S
also defines two half spaces in X, nalnely the connectcd components of X \ {x}.
The set of half spaces obtained in this way is denoted tis. We set ti := tiT U 1ls.

Let B be the set of baryccnters of faces of X and edges of X which are not
adjacent to faces. For p, q E B set

N(p,q) = I{H E ti: pE H,q ~ If}l.

Since ti is invariant nnder the natural action of autolnorphislns of X wc have
N(gp, gq) = N(p, q) for any autoITlorphism 9 of X.

5.5 Lemma. There exist constants Co, Cl > 0 such that

Co d(p, q) ~ N(p, q) ~ Cl d(p, q) fOT all p, q E ß.

Proof. Let p, q E ß and 6 := d(p, q). Let a : [0,6] -t X be the unit speed geodesic
from p to q. Now p and q are not on any tree T E T and heuce a is transversal
to any T E T. It follows that (7 intersccts precisely those T E T for which oue of..
the corresponding half planes in 1lT is counted by N. SiInilarly, a Ineets preciscly
those points x E S for which Olle of thc corresponding half planes in Hs is counted
by N. Hence N(p, q) is eqnal to the Ilumber of interscctiolls of these two types.
Now any snbscgmcnt of a of length 1/V2 Incets at least Olle T E T or x E Sand a
subsegment of length < 1/2 at most two. Hence thc lell1ma. 0
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5.6 Lemma. The funetion N : B x B -+ IR has the /ollowing properties:
(i) N vanishes on the diagonal;

(ii) N is symmetrie;
(iii) /or all m ~ 1, all points Pb ... ,Pm E Band all numbers )'1, ... , Am E C with

Al + ... + Am = 0 we have

L AiAjN(pi,pj) ::; o.
i,j

Remarks. (1) Lenlma 5.3 says that N is a kernet 0/ negative type in thc sense of
Definitions 5.12 and 5.17 in [HV]. Continuity of N is not an issue here since B is
discrete.

(2) Tbe proof of (iii) below uses the argument in thc proof of Proposition 6.14
in [HV], see also [BJS].

Proo/ 0/ Lemma 5.6. Assertion (i) is dear. Assertion (ii) follows since for any
H E 1-l containing P hut not q, thc opposite half space contains q but not p. For
any half space H E 1l, denote by XH the characteristic function of H. Then

N(p, q) = L XH(p)(1 - XH(q)).
HE1/.

Therefore

L AiAjN(Pi,pj) = L AiAj L XH(pd(1- XH(Pj))
i,j i,j HE1/.

= L (L AiXH(Pi)) (L Aj(l - XH(Pj))).
HE1/. i j

Since L: Ai = 0 wc have

L AiXH(Pi) = - L Aj(1 - XH(Pj))
i j

for each H E 1l, hence (iii). 0

Pro%/ Theorem 9 in the (4,4)-case. Choose Po E Band define f : r -+ IR by
/(g) = N(po, gpo). By Lernma 5.6 anel since N is invariant unelcr automorphisms
of X, f is a continuous function of negative type on r. By Lernma 5.5, / is bounded
if and only if the orbit r(po) is bounded. If f(po) is bounded, then its circumcenter
is a fixed point of f, see (5.3). Therefore / is not bounded if r does not have a
fixed point. 0

Sketch 0/ changes in the (6,3) -case. Let X' be the same subdivision of X as abovc
and let d be thc length metric on X which turns each cdge of X' into a geodesic
segment of length 1 and each 2-simplex of X' into an equilateral Euclidean triangle.
Then d is cornplete and X is a Haclamard space with respect to d. The rest of thc
proof is the same, exccpt that the edges of the corresponding trees have length J;3,
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FIGURE 2. The gcodesic segment in a face in case (6,3).

see Figure 2, and that the explicit numbers appearing in thc proof of Lelnma 5.5
change slightly. 0

This finishes the proof of Theorem 3 and we COllIe to thc proof of Theorelll
4. From now on, let X be a silnply connected polygonal cOlnplex satisfying the
assullIptions of Theoreln 4(1) in Introcluction. Then X is a (4, 4)-conlplex anel we
may and will use the abovc constructions. Since the links of thc vertices of X are
connected, any edge of X is adjacent to at least one face.

5.7 Lemma. There exists a labelling of the edges 0/ X by 1, ... , k such that

(i) for any face f of X, the edges of X adjacent to f are consecutively labelled
by the numbers 1 to k,-

(ii) for any edge e and faces /1, /2 adjacent to e, the labels 0/ tlte edges adjacent
to 11 and f2 coincide with respect to the combinatorial isomorz}hism of 11 with
f2 which fixes e pointwise.

Furthermore, any a1ltornorphisrn of X induces a pennutation of the labels. In par
ticular, any group 01 automorphisms of X has a subgroup 01 finite index consisting
of label preserving automorphisms.

Figure 3 illustrates the above propcrties of the labclling in the case of pentagonal
faces.

FIGURE 3. Labelling of edges.
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Proof. A gallery in X is a sequence n = (fo, . .. , In) of faces in X such that any
two consecutive faces li-l anel fi in it havc a COInnlon cdge anel do not coincide.
Given such a gallery, consider the Inap

ePn := 4>n-l,n 0 ePn-l,n-2 0 ... 0 eP12 0 ePOI,

where ePi-l,i : !i-l -)- /i is the combinatorial isoluorphism of /i-l with fi fixing the
common edge fi-lnli pointwise, 1 ::; i ::; n. Then ePn is a weIl elefined combinatorial
isomorphism betwcen 10 anel In.

We say that a gallery n = (10, ... , In) is closed if /0 = In.
Sublemma. For any closed gallen) n = (10, ... , In = 10), the induced mapping

ePn : 10 -)- 10 is the identity.

ProoJ. Since the links of X are connected, generic closeel curves in X Iniss vertices
anel cross eelges transversaIly. Hence a generic closed curve in X cleternlines a
unique closed gallcry and each closed gallery arises in this way. Consider a closed
gallery n = (/0, ... ,fn = 10) and choose a generic closecl curve , which incluces n
such that the base point p of, is inside /0, Since X is simply connectecl, there exists
a contraction ,t of T to thc constant curve p. Wc may choose this contraction such
that the curvcs Tt are generic for all t E (0, 1) except for a finite nUluber t lJ ... 1 t m of
tiInes at which Tti crosses a single vertex of X (but still is transversal to all the eclges
whose interior it crosses). Passing through thosc ti's results in Inoelifications of the
galleries Ot detennined by the curves Tt, but any such l11odification is pcrformed
inside the star of the vertex crosscd by thc corresponding 'ti' Since the links of
the vertices of X are bipartite, the corresponding isolll0rphisJllS rPo t do not change
nnder such modifications. After thc last modification we are left with thc trivial
gallery (fo), hence ePo = id. 0

To concluclc thc proof of Lenlma 5.7, choose a face 10 of X anel label the eclges
adjacent to it consecutively by 1, ... , k. Since the links of X are connccted, there
is a gallery froln 10 to any other face of X. Given such a face I, choosc a gallery n
from 10 to I and label thc cdges of f so that thcir labels coincidc with thc labels
of the edges adjaccnt to /0 with rcspect to thc isolllorphisIl1 4>0. By the above
sublelllma, the labclling of I does not dcpenel on the chosen gallcry. The labelling
obtained in this way c1early satisfies properties (i) anel (ii) of the leluma. The other
assertions follow easily. 0

Fix a labelling of the edges of X as in LemIna 5.7. For a trce T as defined
before Lelnma 5.4 there is an i E {1, ... , k} such that T only intcrsccts faces of X'
adjacent to edges with labels i, i +1 and i +2 (mod k). Thus we obtain a partition
T = Ti U ... U ~ and a corresponding partition of half spaccs 'H = 'H1 U ... U 'Hk'
Fix an i E {I, ... ,k} and let 17i1 c X be the union of all thc trecs in 7i.
5.8 Lemma. Let Xi = X \ l7il. Then each T E 7i interseets the closures 0/ exaetly
two conneeted com]Jonents 0/ Xi and is eontained in any 0/ those two closures. The
closures 0/ two different connected eom]Jonents 0/ Xi are either disjoint or inter'seet
in exaetly one T E Ti.

Prool. For T E Ti, thc 1/4-neighborhooel U of T is elisjoint froln the 1/4-neighbor
hood of any other T' E Ti. Furthenllorc, U \ T has two connected componcnts. 0
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Now define the dual graph 7;,* of ~ as follows: thc vertices of 7;,* corrcspond to
the connected components of Xi and two verticcs are connected by an edge if thc
closures of the corresponding cornponcnts of Xi intersect in a tree T E Ti.

5.9 Lemma. 7;,* is a tree.

Proof. By Lemula 5.4, the removal of an edge disconnccts ~*. 0

Proof of Theorem 4(1) of Introduction. Let r be a group of autoluorphislns of
X and suppose that r does not have a fixcd point. Let r' be the sugroup of r
consisting of label preservillg automorphisnls. Then r' is a nonIlai subgroup of r
of finite index anel leaves Xi invariant. Hcnce there is an induccd action o[ r' on
~* I 1 ::; i ~ k.

Supposc Xo E X is a fixed point of r'. Then the r -orbit f(xo) of Xo is finite
and hence bounded. In particular, the circlllIlcenter of f(xo) is a fixed point of f,
a eontraelietion. Henee f' does not have fixed points.

The function N can be written as N = Ni + ... + N k , where

Let Po E B. Sinee f' does not have fixed points, the f'-orbit f' (Po) is unbounded.
Henec therc is an i E {I, ... , k} such that thc function

is unbounded.
Let Vo E 7;,* be the vertex eorresponding to thc eOlnponent of Xi containing Po.

Let di be a length metrie on ~* such that all cdges of 7;,* havc length 1. Then
di(voI9Vo) = fi(g) for all 9 E f/. In particular, thc orbit r'(va) is unbounded. Now
~* is a Hadamard spaec with respect to d i I hence the action of r' on ~* does not
have a fixed point. 0

Proof of Theorem 4(2) of Introduction. Theoreln 4(2) rcduees to thc case 4(1) in thc
following ~ay. Consider the subdivision X' of X obtaincd by adding the baryccnters
of the faces and edges of X as new vertices and as new edgcs thc line segments in
the faces connccting the baryeenters of theIn with the barycenters of the acljaeent
edges, see Figure 4.

I
I
I

.....
I ""..... ""..... *"""" .....

"" I .....

"" .....
I
I
I

FIGURE 4. Subdivision of a hexagonal face.
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Observe that all faces of the subdividcd complex X' are 4-gons. Note also that
the links at the vertices of X do not change after subdivision, whilc those at the new
vertices are connected and bipartite. Hencc thc subdividcd COlllplcx X' satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 4(1) and hence Thcorern 4(2) follows. 0

5.7 Remarks. (1) By construction, the subgroup r' is norrnal in rand r Ir' is
isomorphie to a subgroup of thc synlmetric group 8k in Theorem 4(1) respectively
84 in Theorenl 4(2). In partieular, the index of r' is at most k! rcspectivcly 24.

(2) After a slight rnodification of thc above argUI11ents one gets the conclusion
of Theorem 4(1) under the following more general conditions on X:

(i) all links of X are bipartite;
(ii) there is a natural nurnber k ;::: 3 such that for each face f of X thc nlunber of

edges of f is km for some natural number m with km ;::: 4.
Observe that Theorenl 4(2) handles thc case k = 2 in (ii).
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